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“Nuking” Our Way to Lower Emissions
Despite the strong appeal of renewables, it is unlikely that fossil fuel 

usage can be replaced over the next few decades while maintaining 

energy production levels. Nuclear power can ease the transition, 

offering most of the benefits of renewable energy production.  

NUCLEAR POWER IN THE U.S.

Green sources of electric power such as wind and solar are appealing as they emit minimal 

pollution and carbon while producing power. The wind does not blow constantly, however, nor 

is the sun out around the clock and electric storage technology has not advanced to the point 

of capturing energy from any source sufficient to power an entire electrical grid. Other forms of 

energy that run almost continuously – such as nuclear power1 – are required to fill any gaps in 

production of electricity from the wind or the sun. 

What is the state of nuclear electricity generation in the U.S.? Unfortunately, after a strong 

pace of nuclear power plant construction in the 1970s – 1990s2, the country lost enthusiasm 

for building new facilities. Construction was expensive, approvals increasingly difficult to 

obtain and publicity surrounding the relatively few nuclear facility accidents discouraged 

development.3 The nuclear share of electricity generation in the U.S. rose from 2% in 1971 

to around 20% in 1991, where it has remained. In comparison, wind’s share is 9% and 

solar’s is 3%.4

Nuclear accidents have disproportionately raised public concern compared to the actual 

record. When judged by fatalities per unit of energy produced, nuclear is superior to coal, 

oil, natural gas and even biomass. Measured by emissions, nuclear power is comparable 

to hydropower, wind and solar.5 Furthermore, safety has improved with advances in fuel 

technology, thermal efficiency, more rugged design, and enhanced systems.6

When pursuing net zero emissions, nuclear power lowers the overall cost of electricity, capital 

and space required to construct backup power and transmission facilities.7 Considering 

expenses over the life of energy investments, nuclear power plants are more economical 

because they operate more than twice as often as solar or wind power (93% of the time vs. 

25% for solar and 35% for wind8) and last twice as long. Plants are fueled by relatively cheap 

and plentiful uranium with large reserves in Australia, Canada and Mongolia.9 A comparison of 
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international energy projects shows wind and solar electricity at roughly three times the all-in 

cost of nuclear.10 Lastly, emissions fall when nuclear plants replace fossil fuel for electricity. 

France experienced a greenhouse gas decline of 2% per year as it moved to nuclear from 

fossil fuels in the 1970s and 1980s11 and the International Energy Agency estimates that net 

zero emissions by 2050 will need global nuclear power capacity to double to 812 gigawatts 

from today.12

Chart 1. What are the Safest Sources of Energy?: Death Rate from Accidents 
and Air Pollution

One terawatt hour is the annual energy consumption of 27,000 people in the EU

Source: Our World in Data13

Chart 2. What are the Cleanest Sources of Energy?: Greenhouse Gas Emissions

One gigawatt hour is the annual electricity consumption of 160 people in the EU

Source: Our World in Data13
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Source Percent of Global Energy

Coal 25%

Oil 31%

Natural Gas 23%

Biomass 7%

Hydropower 6%

Nuclear Energy 4%

Wind 2%

Solar 1%

Table 1. Percentage of Global Energy per Energy Source

Source: Our World in Data13

GLOBAL APPROACH TO NUCLEAR POWER

To remain competitive and increase energy independence, the U.S. needs to keep pace with 

both rivals and allies who are expanding their use of nuclear. Globally, 55 reactors are under 

construction, including 19 in China, 7 in India and 3 in Russia – all scheduled to be online by 

2027.14 Following recent energy price disruptions, the European Union has included nuclear 

as an “Environmentally Sustainable Investment,”15 with several countries reversing policies 

phasing out nuclear energy in favor of extending plants’ lifespans and developing new plants, 

including France,16 Germany17 and the UK.18 In the U.S., licenses have been granted for eight 

new reactors, though only two are under construction.19 There is promise ahead for the U.S. 

with federal20 and state21 level directives to extend existing plant lives and refocusing on 

nuclear power. Advances in reactor design, fuels, and size of facilities provide the opportunity 

for nuclear energy to improve efficiency, safety and increase electric generation capacity over 

the coming decades.  

KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Investors need to be aware that nuclear power can and should play a large role in mitigating 

transition from fossil fuels to renewable sources of energy and lowering global emissions

• Until electrical storage technology can take full advantage of renewable energy’s promise, 

nuclear power is required to maintain enough energy for economic growth

• As the U.S. proceeds on the path toward environmentally friendly energy alternatives, 

nuclear power should be included in this mix and can help reduce potentially 

inflationary forces

• Ahead of transition to low emission and renewable fuels NEAM has shortened maturities of 

energy holdings in client portfolios
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